
WHAT’S THE GAME ABOUT

WONGAMANIA is a fast paced card game that captures the exhilirating experience of the financial 
markets... with no time wasted on boring numbers! Learn about multiple economic scenarios in 
the shortest time possible, and be prepared to experience anxiety of being betrayed by financial 
uncertainties! Challenge your friends, and discover your financial potential! 

HOW TO WIN

First player to obtain 3 Trust Fund cards wins the game - Simple!

HOW? - Buy a Trust Fund card using 8 Wongas.

GAME SET UP

AGES:

8+ 2 - 6
players

Economic Cycle:
Consists of 4 states 
of the economy - 
Recovery, Growth,
Stagnant and 
Recession.

Market Price:
Wongas you have to 
pay to activate the 
Asset cards.

Economic Token:
Shows the position
on the grid at any 
point in time.

Grid: i.e. -1, 0, +2
These are the number of Wongas to 
be collected or discarded for each 
Asset Card.

Wonga Pile: Draw your 
new cards here

Discarded Pile: Used Cards. To 
be shuffled back into the Wonga 
pile once the Wonga pile is low 

on cards.

*Economic Turn: Each Economic 
Turn ends when the last player has 
ended his/her turn.

TO BEGIN:

Decide which player will start first. The Economic Token will start at the first grid of the Recovery 
Quadrant by default. The lead player will have the opportunity to decide which grid on the Economic 
Cycle the game begins with if the players do not wish to start the game on the default grid. This will 
determine the state of the Economic Cycle at the start of the game.

Each player draws 3 Wongas and 3 Opportunity cards at the start of the game as the starting 
capital.

MOVING THE ECONOMIC TOKEN

The Economic Turn ends once the last player ended his turn. There are certain Global cards that 
can affect the position of the Economic Token. The impact of the new Market Price and Profit Grid 
will only affect the next player. For example, if you see that Candice, the next player, owns 3 stocks 
and properties and is on her way to winning the game, you can activate a Global card and move the 
Economic Token to recession resulting in a loss of 3 Wongas for every Stock and Property card in 
play. Candice now has to pay 9 Wongas to the bank or be forced into poverty!

PLAYER’ S TURN PROCEDURE:

1. COLLECT YOUR WONGAS
TAKE 2 WONGAS as monthly salary from the Wonga Pile and add them under your Bank card. 
These are the money you can use to buy Opportunity cards, buy Asset cards and activate actions.

2. COLLECT YOUR PROFITS, PAY YOUR MONEY LENDER, FEED YOUR BABY 
    Step 1: COLLECT or DISCARD Wongas depending on the number of Asset cards (Stock, 
                 Property, Bond) you have purchased and are in play. The number of Wongas to be 
                 collected/discarded for each Asset card is indicated on the outer circle (Profit Grid) 
                 of the Economic Cycle. This is your investment income.
     Step 2: FEED your baby or PAY back the Money Lender if you have any of the cards in play.

13 Professional Cards     27 Incident Cards     
26 Global Cards     54 Asset Cards

13 Trust Fund Cards     4 Market Cycle Cards     
6 Bank Instruction Cards     1 Economic Token

Wonga:
Cash that are used to 
take action, buy
assets, etc.

Opportunity Cards:
Cards which you can you can activate 
to affect the game during your turn. 
(Note:You are not supposed to show 
players your Opportunity cards.)

Bank Stock Property Trust Fund

Opportunity Cards



FINANCIAL EDUCATION

The number one purpose of Wongamania, is to provide hours and hours of group interactive fun! The 
other purpose is to encourage players to learn more about the world of finance. To learn more about 
what some of those financial terms mean, visit the Wongamania website at www.wongamania.com
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3. CONVERT any amount of Wonga cards to Opportunity cards.
Opportunity cards are action cards which you can activate to affect the game during your turn. They 
consists of: 
    Assets: Stocks, Bonds, Properties – Learn to buy and sell them to make more Wongas
    Incidents: Cards that help/victimize yourself, your friends or your enemies
    Global: Events that affect everybody. Use it to turn the tide of game!
    Professionals: Rare powerful cards that can perform wondrous feats!
     Step 1: DECLARE how many Wonga cards you wish to convert to Opportunity cards.
                 E.g. If player chooses to have 2 Opportunity cards, randomly pick up 2 cards from the 
                 Bank pile of 5 Wongas to be converted to Opportunity cards. Player will be left with 3 
                 Wongas at the end of his turn.
     Step 2: PLAY UP TO 3 ACTIONS. (You don’t have to play any if you don’t want to.)
                 The 3 actions can consist of either of the following:
                    Deploying an Asset card
                    Selling an Asset card back to the market
                    Activating a Global, Incident or Professional card
                    Converting Wongas into a Trust Fund card

4. BUYING AND SELLING ASSETS
Buying - You may play any Stock/Property card by paying the stated number of Wongas on the 
Market Price (inner circle) of economic board wherever the Economic Token is positioned. 
Selling – You may sell any Stock/Property card based on the Market Price where the Economic 
Token is.

NOTE THAT BOND CARD CAN BE PUT INTO PLAY USING 3 WONGAS AND WILL ALWAYS 
GENERATE 1 WONGA PER TURN REGARDLESS OF THE MARKET CYCLE. TREAT IT AS A 
FORM OF SAFE INVESTMENT.

5. DECLARE END OF TURN
If you have more than 5 Opportunity cards in your hand at the end of your turn (not including cards 
on the table), discard extras till you only have 5.

GAME END:

The first player that obtains 3 Trust Fund cards wins the game. There can be more than 1 winner 
if more than 1 player is able to obtain 3 Trust Fund cards in the same round. In the real world of 
finance, team work is important. Hence, forming alliances is paramount for future success and for 
profit making.

BANKRUPTCY 

If you do not have any Wongas to pay for any expenses, you may auction off your Asset 
cards to other players or forced to sell the Asset cards back to the bank based on the Market Price. 
Force selling of assets does not count as an action. Trust Fund cards cannot be converted back to 
Wongas and will not be affected by Bankruptcy.

If you still do not have enough Wongas to pay back the outstanding debt, you are declared 
bankrupt! Discard all your Opportunity cards and any cards in play except for Trust Fund cards. 
Continue the next turn as per normal and draw 2 Wongas. Don’t worry, you get to keep your job!

TRADING

You may trade your Assets and Opportunity cards with other players, preferably not during your turn. 
You may also give your cards away without a trade, to bribe other players – “I’ll give you my stock, if 
you help Jon get into an accident.” The only card you can’t trade in the game is a Baby card that is 
put into play. This game does not encourage irresponsible parenting!

CARDS IN MORE DETAILS:

Money Lender:
Money Lender works 
like a loan. You receive 
5 Wongas immediately. 
Pay down the loan by 
putting 1 Wonga on your 
next turn for the next 5 
turns. Once you have 
paid back 5 Wongas, 
discard Money Lender. 
Be careful! A loan is a 
double edge sword and 
can harm you rather than 
help you.

Bank Credit Crisis:
Do you see your enemies 
using Money Lender to 
borrow money to buy 
stuff? Use this card to 
eliminate all the Money 
Lenders and force your 
enemies to lose all their 
Opportunity cards and 
Wongas.

Economist:
Are your enemies plotting 
your downfall? Do not 
worry, you can make 
use of the Economist to 
prevent this. Any Global 
or Incident card used 
to harm you can be 
shrugged off with just 1 
Wonga!

Head Hunter:
Professional cards 
are some of the most 
powerful cards in the 
game. Use the Head 
Hunter to find out who is 
holding these cards and 
steal them right under 
their nose!

Baby:
Congratulations on 
having a newborn! 
However, it comes with 
responsibilities. You 
need to feed your Baby 
1 Wonga for 6 turns. 
Leave the Baby card and 
the Wongas paid in play. 
Who knows? You may be 
rewarded handsomely in 
the future.

When you see Target Player...
Target player can mean yourself 
or other players. Hence, you can 
use these cards to benefit yourself, 
help your friends, or sabotage your 
enemies.


